WAIT!! Introducing a SPECIAL ONE-TIME OFFER Just For You - If You Leave
This Page You Will NEVER See This Again….

Incredible New Software Lets You Create
Thousands of Slick, SEO-Optimizeed Videos
Using Google and YouTube’s Favorite Keywords!
Introducing “Video Traffic Blaster”, the simple, easy-to-use
app that spins dozens of variations of the same keywordoptimized video at the push of a button!
Dear Online Marketer:
If you have already purchased Video Profit Machine, you already know that
video has taken over as the Number One form of online marketing.
A whopping 90% of all Internet traffic will be streaming video by the end of
this year, according to Cisco. That means if you are still wasting your time
promoting your products using text, images or even audio on your web
pages …
You’re behind the times, baby!
Today, video is KING!
The problem, however, is that making original videos takes a lot of time,
money and energy. And outsourcing video production can cost a fortune.
And if you try to post the exact same video using the exact same keywords
… YouTube, Google and the other big search engines usually will actually
penalize you!
But now there’s a way you can create dozens … even hundreds … of
unique versions of the same video all optimized to unique keywords linked
to the hottest keywords instantly … and affordably!

Introducing …
Video Traffic Blaster!

INSERT PRODUCT IMAGE
HERE

Video Traffic Blaster is the innovative new software app that lets you to
spin a single video and create an unlimited number of variations pointed to
different keywords … instantly and easily!
Video Traffic Blaster is the fastest, easiest and most efficient way to
dominate the Search Engine Results Pages for you niche on Google,
YouTube, Bing and the Internet’s other most popular search engines … at
the push of a button!
It’s that easy!
• Create multiple variations of your high-converting leads and revenuegenerating videos with just a single click

• Works with any type of video, including affiliate videos, product
reviews, demo videos, sales videos, product launches, introductions
… you name it!
• So simple to use, my 9-year-old nephew mastered it in less than 3
minutes
• More high-target, ready-to-buy customers delivered to your web
pages
• Exponentially increases your online profile and creates a steady
stream of new buyers with the push of a single button
• Exploits the explosive popularity of video marketing, the fastest, most
effective way to reach new customers ever created!
• Lets you spin an unlimited number of variations using an infinite
number of keywords for the videos you create using Video Profit
Machine
• Get top YouTube and Google traffic and earn huge commissions for
weeks and months to come!
• As always, no additional tools required, no monthly fees or
subscriptions, nothing more to purchase … ever!
Want to see how stunningly easy it is to create original, high-converting
videos using Video Traffic Blaster. Then watch this!

INSERT DEMO VIDEO HERE

You can use Video Traffic Blaster to spin thousands different versions of
the same videos you created using Video Profit Machine or other video
generator programs, then use the hottest niche keywords to catapult them
to the top of Google and YouTube!
Here are just a few ways you can use Video Traffic Blaster to increase
your online marketing profits by 2X, 5X, 10X … even 100X!!!

ü Turn on your Video Traffic Blaster to INSTANTLY increase your
online exposure by 200%, 500% or even 1,000%!
ü Reach more customers and boost your monthly revenues
exponentially
ü Never worry about risky, unproven PPC and other paid marketing
methods ever again!
ü Earn huge passive affiliate commissions by dominating both Google
and YouTube for the most lucrative keywords … over and over and
over again!

ü Let Video Traffic Blaster catapult dozens of versions of the same
videos to the top of Google SERPs for your niches
ü Generate thousands of dollars per month in easy affiliate
commissions promoting Internet product launches on Google
ü And much, much more!

With Video Traffic Blaster, dominating your niche’s best keywords is fast,
easy and practically automatic. It’s like catching lightning in a bottle!

If You’re Not Making the Most of Your
Marketing Videos … The Time to Start is
NOW!
Video Traffic Blaster will instantly generate dozens … even hundreds … of
unique versions of your marketing videos and each one can be assigned to
a different keyword in your niche. Simply hit the button and instantly create
professional-quality videos you can upload to the web’s hottest search
engines.
Video Traffic Blaster does it all for you!
Take any video you created using Video Profit Machine (or anywhere else,
for that matter) and create an unlimited number of professional-grade
videos linked to as many of the hottest keywords you can find. This
software lets you make the most of your video marketing platforms by
getting your videos to the top of the hottest search engines and social
media platforms such as Google, Google+, YouTube … and many others.

If you order right now, you can get Video Traffic Blaster for the low, low
introductory price of only …

$37!!!

Plus, Video Traffic Blaster comes with an iron-clad, money-back guarantee:

“If Video Traffic Blaster doesn’t work EXACTLY as promised and
demonstrated, simple contact me and I will personally pay you back your
entire purchase price out of my own wallet with no questions asked.”

Video Traffic Blaster is the perfect solution for any online marketer
regardless of your experience level. That’s because it lets you create
multiple versions of the high-quality, keyword-enabled, high-target videos
customers today are demanding …
And it does it instantly, simply and affordably!
Here’s what you get:
Ø Video Traffic Blaster Software (runs on Windows 7,8, Vista and XP
but works with Mac and all other interfaces

Ø Complete Video Instructions
Ø The ability to spin the same video hundreds of times and get to the
top of the search engines using the best keywords in your niches.
Turn on the Video Traffic Blaster to start creating thousands of highconverting, hard-target videos beginning TODAY!

Yours in Internet Success

[YOUR NAME HERE]

